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Annie s Attic, United States, 2014. DVD video. Book Condition:
New. 180 x 138 mm. Language: English Brand New Book. Want
to learn how to color people figureswith Copic markers? Check
out this video coloring class that teaches how to use alcohol ink
markers to color light and dark skin tones with perfect blending
and to make images of peoplelook lifelike and three
dimensional. Easily learn how to shape and color four different
eye styles: realistic, comic book, small dot, and animal; color lips
with a sheen;color hair with curls, waves, highlights, and shine;
and add other facial features such as noses, cheeks, and chins
with step-by-step instructions from coloring artist Jennifer Dove.
You ll even learn how to color hair and clothing with realistic
texture and dimension. While you practice, you ll end up
creating five exclusive card designs, whose patterns can be
found on the included CD-ROM. Anyone who knows the basics of
using alcohol ink markers including but not limited to Copics will
be able to successfully complete this class.
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Very beneficial for all type of folks. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time. You will like how the writer publish
this ebook.
-- Na tha n Cr uicksha nk-- Na tha n Cr uicksha nk

Totally one of the better pdf I have at any time read through. It really is simplified but shocks within the 50 % from the
ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ma r ia no Spinka-- Ma r ia no Spinka
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